Tuesday May 6, 12–2pm
The Making and Reclaiming of Communal Spaces in Beirut: The Story of the Dalieh — Abir Saksouk
Audio || Video || Summary

Tuesday May 6, 3–6pm
IFI OPEN HOUSE
Guided Tours and Reception

Thursday May 8, 1–3pm
The Changing Order and Disorder in the Arab Region — Panel Discussion in Collaboration with the Danish Institute for International Studies
Video || Summary

Wednesday May 14, 12–1pm | 5th floor
ICRC: Today’s Challenges and Priorities after 150 Years of Humanitarian Action
Coinciding with Week-Long Photo Exhibition of ICRC’s Work
Audio || Summary

Friday May 16, 5-6.30pm
Despite all Difficulties - Syrian Civil Society before the Revolution — Workshop Co-sponsored with the Asfari Institute for Civil Society and Citizenship
Audio || Video

Monday May 19, 9am–6pm
Addressing the Impact of the Syrian Refugee Crisis on Lebanon — Full Day Conference - Agenda
Audio: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 || Summary

Wednesday May 21, 9am–6pm
Building the case for Sustainable Transportation in the Arab World — Full Day Conference - Agenda
Audio: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 || Video: 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 || Summary

Friday May 23, 12–2pm
Overview of Policy Research Institutes in the Arab World, 2010-2014
Audio || Video || Summary

Monday May 26, 1–2:30pm
The UN in the Arab region: The Human Rights Agenda Reconsidered - John Pace
Audio || Video || Summary